Learn more about OpenStack with Fedora:

- Optimized image transfer and progress info with Glance
- Separate machine and volume APIs in Nova
- Better control over disk images
- KVM support for booting from ISOs and better control
- Optimized handling of VM images to minimize time and disk space used
- Simplified dependencies with Qpid as messaging transport
- An included dashboards self-service and administration UI

Additional Features

- Support multiple tenants and clouds.

KeyStone: A centralized identity and authentication service to

* Quantum: A virtual networking service with REST interface and
  plugable back-ends. Essays use Open_vswitch. Linux

* Swift: An object storage service (like Amazon's S3 service)

Glance: A virtual machine image registration service.

Nova: Manage virtual machines, including starting, stopping, and
  migrating. Fedora 16 (2a preview) and Fedora 17. In it, you'll find:

Fedora 16 (2a preview) and Fedora 17, in it, you'll find:
OpenStack is a widely supported, open source suite of
operating system experiences.

Learn more about Fedora:

- Learn more about Fedora: